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Table saw riving knife vs splitter

A riveting knife to the left of the blade of the table saw A rivet knife is a safety device installed on a table saw, circular saw or radialarm saw used for woodworking. Attached to the saw's arsom, it is fixed to the blade and moves with it when the blade depth is adjusted. [1] A splitter is a similar device attached to a trunion
on the far side of the saw and fixed in relation to the saw table, which must be removed to make any non-through cuts or dados within the depth of the wood. [1] Function A table saw is typically used for cross cutting and ripping; crossoverboards cut a board over its grain width-wise, ripping cuts lengthwise along the
grain. Different conditions experienced while cutting both ways can cause a partial cutting board to move, twist, or have the kerf of the saw blade when you are up close and tie the blade. Poor blade or fence adjustment, operator failure or pre-existing stresses in the wood released by cutting can cause these different and
dangerous conditions. A riveting knife rides within the kerf, swinging on the saw's arable in relation to blade height, to maintain a smooth gap between the two cut sides of the board, preventing interference that can cause the stock to be forcefully thrown backwards towards the saw operator. [1] Snickback can pull the
operator's hand into contact with the saw blade, as shown by Popular Mechanics. [2] Forms of high back Saw blade grabbing occur more frequently during ripping than cross-cutting (cut made to wood or stone over its main grain or axle). It can occur with both hand saws and band saws but is more dangerous with a
circular saw as areas of the circular blade near the cutting area move in different directions. If a band saw grips, the wood is safely pressed into the machine table (although the saw can jam, stall or break the blade). If a table saw grabs the back of the blade where the teeth rise from the table, it can quickly lift the wood
upwards. The wood is then likely to catch the teeth on top of the blade and be thrown forward at high speed towards the operator. This accident is called a kickback. [3] The table saw back may occur if the saw's fence is not parallel to the blade, but is slightly closer to the rear of it than the front, causing the fence to push
the wood into the back of the blade. [4] This is particularly likely when cross-cutting sheet metal material that is wider than the cut length, which can swing on the table and jam against the blade. If a proper cross-cutting jig is not used, the fence should be adjusted (either slid forward, or a false fence to) so the end of the
fence stays next to the blade, leaving a free space for the cut-off to swing in without binding. [5] Setbacks can also occur when a loose piece of wood, freshly cut free, slides towards the back of the blade. Apart from the above measures, this falling board[6] may require a to check it. Tear knife versus shrapnel A splitter is
a stationary blade of similar thickness to the rotating saw blade mounted behind it to prevent a board from squeezing inwards into the cutting edge and binding on the saw blade, which can cause a dangerous throwback. [7] Like a tear knife, its thickness should be greater than the body of the saw blade but thinner than
its kerf. [7] Leaves with a narrow kerf relative to their body are more susceptible to grip and setbacks. A riving knife has these advantages in front of a splitter:[8] It does not need to be removed from the saw when cross-cutting or making a blind (non-through) cut because it does not extend over the top of the saw blade. If
it is not removed, the operator cannot forget to turn it back on. It is closer to the back of the blade, making it much more efficient – less space for the stock to shift in the way of the blade This provides some extra protection for the operator – blocking contact to the back of the blade – in situations where the stock is drawn
from the output side of the saw. It is independent of (and will not interfere with) other blade protectors and dust collectors It achieves all this by attaching to the saw's arable, allowing it to move with the saw blade as the blade is raised, lowered and tilted. [9] Tear knives are also mounted on some hand-held electric
circular and operated miter or cross saws (commonly known as chop saws). [10] As of 2009, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) requires all new table saw designers to include a riving knife. [11] Other anti-kickback devices Featherboard A spring board is a safety device that applies sideways pressure that holds the
workpiece against the saw fence. It can reduce the risk of a kickback developing, but will not limit the board if one occurs. Kickback pawl Some American table saws are equipped with sharpened ratchet teeth on a free-swinging pawl attached to the guard who holds a board under a kickback. This combination may
require cumbersome adjustment and is ineffective compared to shrapnel. [12] References ^ a b c What is the difference between a table Saw Splitter / injector and a table saw demolition knife? ^ Timothy Dahl (February 1, 2016). How to prevent yourself from Table Saw's Kickback. Popular Mechanics. Retrieved February
26, 2017. ^ Kirby, Ian (1998). The exact table saw. Cambium Press. Pp. 10–11. ISBN 978-0964399952. ^ Kirby, exact table saw, p. 40 ^ Kirby, exact table saw, p. 96 ^ Kirby, exact table saw, p. 23 ^ a b Circular saw benches - Safe Working Methods (PDF). Health &amp; Safety Executive, UNITED KINGDOM. ^ Fight
Kickback with a riving knife. Fine woodworking. ^ Riving Knife Whale (PDF). DEWALT Industrial Tool Co Archived from the original (PDF) on 2010-04-01. ^ Safe use of manually operated cross-cut saws (PDF). Health and safety at work and safety at work, ^ Stationary and fixed power tools UL 987 ^ Kirby, Exact Table
Saw See also Stop blocks Taken from What on earth is a demolition knife? Just one thing that can save you from a very bad day in the store. But if your table saw doesn't come with one, fret doesn't — with a little from where you can add a demolition knife to almost any table saw. For those who have never experienced
kickback on a table saw, we can assure you that it will at least set your heart pounding. In the worst case, it will suck your hand into the spinning blade and send your fingers flying, or perhaps embed a piece of wood in your chest or forehead. Nitra knives mitigate such disasters by preventing the stock from touching the
blade when it rotates out of the table. Entrepreneur table saws like [Craft Andu] little Makita are often stripped of such niceties, so he started adding one. The essential characteristics of a proper riveting knife are to be the same width as the blade, wrap ping close around it, raise and lower with the blade, and do not
extend past the top of the blade. [Craft Andu] hit all these points with his DIY knife, and the result is extra security without inconvenience. It only takes a few milliseconds to suffer a life-changing injury, so be safe out there. Even if you build your own table saw, you owe yourself. 12-07-2007, 1:27 PM #1 Hopefully it's too
late for the answer to this question to make any difference (See my Gloat Thread), but what's the difference between a riveting knife and a splitter? The two people I've asked personally (one at Rocklers and one at Woodcraft) both responded with peverbial stupid looks. Don't take it wrong I like these guys but niether
could tell the difference. Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 12-07-2007, 1:48 PM #2 A traditional splitter sits near the back of your table saw, usually several inches behind the blade. The idea of the splitter is to keep the saw kerf from closing up behind the blade, which can cause the wood to pinch the blade. The blade
then takes your workpiece and throws or kicks back at you (hence the term kickback). Splitters are a good idea, but most sit several inches behind the blade, are difficult to adapt properly, and are not always effective (I have one). Often my kerf will close before it even reaches shrapnel. A tear knife sits directly behind the
blade and will even go up and down when raising or lowering the blade, making it more effective to prevent kickback. I'm sure others here with actual riving knives can attest to the superiority of riving knife versus the traditional shrapnel. I wish I could somehow retrofit my contractor saw with one, but unfortunately you
can't do that. I wish Biesemeyer made a snap-in splitter that would fit my RIDGID tablesaw. If they did, I buy it. JW 12-07-2007, 1:50 PM #3 While they are both designed to keep kerf from closing behind the blade, the rivet knife is closer to the blade (mounted as part of its mechanism), and will raise and lower the MED
blade. Most of which I've seen, by default, are longer than the blade, but it's not uncommon for here by people to get another, and cut one down, so you can use it in non through cuts. 12-07-2007, 1:54 PM #4 12-07-2007, 2:49 #5 a rivet knife also leans with the blade. 12-07-2007, 2:53 #6 IMO, the rivet knife is a required
piece of safety equipment. I personally, will not buy a saw without one. I'm waiting for them to become available on hybrids. 12-07-2007, 3:32 #7 Originally Posted by lou sansone a rivet knife also leans with the blade. I always assumed that EVERY splitter is tilted with the blade. What did this look like isn't true? A
shrapnel that did not tilt with the blade would be a major safety hazard, because if the blade was slightly tilted, it would block the passage of wood past the blade, possibly causing kickback. The splitter on my Ridgid 3650 leans with the blade. It's a pretty nice design... tool-free removal and installation. This image
showing the attachment of (similar) Ridgid 2424 stolen from Leeway Workshop's Shark Guard website (showing shark shrapnel bolted to ridgid support). You can see that it is attached to the blade support mechanism, so it tilts with the blade. My opinions on splitters vs riving knives are probably tainted by the fact that
my Rigid has one of the best, as it is very sturdy, and easy to remove and install. Other saws are not so well equipped, so users of these saws probably feel more of a need for a riving knife. I think there are three important advantages of the rivet knife over a splitter (the first is the most important): 1. Squeezes the back
of the blade with the smallest gap to prevent binding (typical splitter can be 1-2 behind the blade depending on blade height) 2. Pulls back with the blade so that it does not need to be removed (and forgotten) under cuts that do not go all the way through. This is important from a safety point of view: CONVENIENCE =
SAFETY. If a safety mechanism is uncomfortable, it tends to be desgarded. 3. Mounting point is closer to the blade then some models, so it will divert less under load. My spliiter is mounted a foot behind the blade, so it can be diverted easily, allowing wood to contact the side of the blade. Will I sell my TS so I can get a
riving knife? No. Will I refuse to buy any future tablesaw's unless they have a riving knife? No. Well, maybe.... My concern is more for my son then for me; he is 5yo and likes tools (thankfully), and likes to help me out (sometimes). A horrible moment thought in my brain is he walking behind me while I cut something, and
then refuses to move when I saw him... and then the board fired and almost hit him. It is one thing to consider the price of my safety, but something quite different to consider the price of his safety. Attached Photos sharksplitter.jpg (36.7 KB, 1141 views) 12-07-2007, 3:53 PM #8 Originally Posted by Tim Marks I always
assumed that EVERY splitter tilted with the blade. .... There are two types/implementations of splitters. One type is incorporated as part of the blade guard along with anti-kickback pawls, will lean with the blade and come off if the blade guard is removed. Another is the type that is mounted on the neck plate/insert, is
usually either aftermarket or store built, is fixed with respect to height and angle, and is useful with the blade guard removed. Tom Veatch Wichita, KS USA 12-07-2007, 4:14 PM #9 Originally Posted by Tom Veatch either aftermarket or store built yep, forgot about these things. Much like MJ Splitter from microjig: Can
anyone name a saw that either doesn't come with a splitter or comes with an OEM splitter that doesn't tilt? 12-07-2007, 4:50 PM #10 Tim- A riveting knife travels up and down with the blade as well - a shrapnel not. Also, some demolition knives can be lowered just below the blade for protection when making non-by-cuts.
Tim - scratch that - sorry, not read at the end of your post ... Last edited by Matthew Voss; 12-07-2007 at 4:57. Matt 12-07-2007, 5:05 PM #11 A riveting knife is a more elegant design solution to keep the workpiece from closing and binding on the blade, but a splitter is also effective when properly aligned and in place. It
is difficult to measure how much more efficient RK is than a splitter in the most basic function of the use itself. All the theoretical benefits favor RK, but once they are properly installed, both systems can prevent kerf from shutting down. RK tends to be in closer proximity to the blade, but most reactionary wood won't close
the gap for several inches past the output side of the blade, and any shrapnel I've seen is within close enough proximity to do the job. The ability to raise and lower with the blade is a feature that shrapnel can not do at all, and is a leading reason for leaving shrapnel removed for certain tasks, leading us to the primary
usefulness of RK... you are more likely to have the place when needed. I have read a lot and thought about the differences between the two, but have not yet experienced any revelations or insights that prompt me to show RK so much more than an improvement in shrapnel... it is not a technology breakthrough that
significantly changes the safety of the process, but it reduces our tendency to ignore prevention. IMO, it's important to have one or the other in place and properly setup. I see a splitter or RK to be more important than the blade guard, but that's just my opinion. I think I would enjoy having a riving knife on my saw, but
important enough to justify paying a significant premium for it. Happiness is like wet your pants... everyone can see it, but only you can feel the heat .... 12-07-2007, 5:07 #12 Originally posted by Tim Marks... Can anyone name a saw that either doesn't come with a splitter or comes with an OEM splitter that doesn't tilt? ...
hole saw... . Happiness is like wet your pants... everyone can see it, but only you can feel the heat .... 12-07-2007, 17:58 #13 The rivet knife assembly is part of the saw's trunion assembly. So, when you raise, lower, or tilt the saw blade the riveting knife follows the suite. Having the rivet knife fixed with the saw blade
allows the rivet knife to be set just behind the blade (3mm) and follow the curve of the saw blade. So what? Having a curved riveting knife just behind the blade makes it very difficult for a piece of wood to be picked up and thrown - it prevents kickback. This is in addition to its role in keeping kerf from closing up on the
back of the blade. This is different from a splitter that is either mounted on a neck plate, part of the cabinet, or part of the top. A splitter can prevent the kerf from closing, but it is too far away from the blade to prevent kickback. Get a tear knife. Tear knives are generally quite large and significant enough that they can be
used for mounting an overblade guard and dust collection assembly. 12-07-2007, 6:16 PM #14 Webster Dictionary 2007 Splitter : A worthless attachment invented by Delta or any other American company. If properly used and not removed or lost, it can help prevent kickback if the gap between the blade and the splitter
is not too large. Riving Knife : A TS attachment that eliminates setbacks. You would be a fool to buy or use a TS without a Riving Knife. Dan 12-07-2007, 7:34 PM #15 Originally Posted by Dan Lautner Webster Dictionary 2007 Splitter : A worthless attachment invented by Delta or any other American company. If properly
used and not removed or lost, it can help prevent kickback if the gap between the blade and the splitter is not too large. Riving Knife : A TS attachment that eliminates setbacks. You would be a fool to buy or use a TS without a Riving Knife. Dan I don't really think it serves any purpose to refer to thousands of
woodworkers as fools. But on the other hand, I was probably a fool not to marry a rich woman. Gary Page 2 12-07-2007, 1:27 PM #1 Hopefully it's too late for the answer to this question to make any difference (See my Gloat Thread), but what's the difference between a riving knife and a splitter? The two people I've
asked personally (one at Rocklers and one at Woodcraft) both responded with peverbial stupid looks. Don't take it wrong I like these guys but niether could tell the difference. Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 12-07-2007, 1:48 #2 A traditional splitter sits near the back your table saw, usually several inches behind the
blade. The idea of the splitter is to keep the saw kerf from closing up behind the blade, which can cause the wood to pinch the blade. The blade then takes your workpiece and throws or kicks back at you (hence the term kickback). Splitters are a good idea, but most sit several inches behind the blade, are difficult to adapt
properly, and are not always effective (I have one). Often my kerf will close before it even reaches shrapnel. A tear knife sits directly behind the blade and will even go up and down when raising or lowering the blade, making it more effective to prevent kickback. I'm sure others here with actual riving knives can attest to
the superiority of riving knife versus the traditional shrapnel. I wish I could somehow retrofit my contractor saw with one, but unfortunately you can't do that. I wish Biesemeyer made a snap-in splitter that would fit my RIDGID tablesaw. If they did, I'd buy it. JW 12-07-2007, 1:50 PM #3 While they are both designed to keep
kerf from closing behind the blade, the rivet knife is closer to the blade (mounted as part of its mechanism), and will raise and lower the MED blade. Most of which I've seen, by default, are longer than the blade, but it's not uncommon for here by people to get another, and cut one down, so you can use it in non through
cuts. 12-07-2007, 1:54 PM #4 12-07-2007, 2:49 #5 a rivet knife also leans with the blade. 12-07-2007, 2:53 #6 IMO, the rivet knife is a required piece of safety equipment. I personally, will not buy a saw without one. I'm waiting for them to become available on hybrids. 12-07-2007, 3:32 #7 Originally Posted by lou sansone
a rivet knife also leans with the blade. I always assumed that EVERY splitter is tilted with the blade. What did this look like isn't true? A shrapnel that did not tilt with the blade would be a major safety hazard, because if the blade was slightly tilted, it would block the passage of wood past the blade, possibly causing
kickback. The splitter on my Ridgid 3650 leans with the blade. It's a pretty nice design... tool-free removal and installation. This image showing the attachment of (similar) Ridgid 2424 stolen from Leeway Workshop's Shark Guard website (showing shark shrapnel bolted to ridgid support). You can see that it is attached to
the blade support mechanism, so it tilts with the blade. My opinions on splitters vs riving knives are probably tainted by the fact that my Rigid has one of the best, as it is very sturdy, and easy to remove and install. Other saws are not so well equipped, so users of these saws probably feel more of a need for a riving knife.
I think there are three important advantages of the rivet knife over a splitter (the first is the most important): 1. Squeezes the back of the blade with the smallest gap to prevent binding shrapnel can be 1-2 behind the blade depending on blade height) 2. Pulls back with the blade so that it does not need to be removed (and
forgotten) under cuts that do not go all the way through. This is important from a safety point of view: CONVENIENCE = SAFETY. If a safety mechanism is uncomfortable, it tends to be desgarded. 3. Mounting point is closer to the blade then some models, so it will divert less under load. My spliiter is mounted a foot
behind the blade, so it can be diverted easily, allowing wood to contact the side of the blade. Will I sell my TS so I can get a riving knife? No. Will I refuse to buy any future tablesaw's unless they have a riving knife? No. Well, maybe.... My concern is more for my son then for me; he is 5yo and likes tools (thankfully), and
likes to help me out (sometimes). A horrible moment thought in my brain is he walking behind me while I cut something, and then refuses to move when I saw him... and then the board kicked back and almost hit him. It is one thing to consider the price of my safety, but something quite different to consider the price of his
safety. Attached Photos sharksplitter.jpg (36.7 KB, 1141 views) 12-07-2007, 3:53 PM #8 Originally Posted by Tim Marks I always assumed that EVERY splitter tilted with the blade. .... There are two types/implementations of splitters. One type is incorporated as part of the blade guard along with anti-kickback pawls, will
lean with the blade and come off if the blade guard is removed. Another is the type that is mounted on the neck plate/insert, is usually either aftermarket or store built, is fixed with respect to height and angle, and is useful with the blade guard removed. Tom Veatch Wichita, KS USA 12-07-2007, 4:14 PM #9 Originally
Posted by Tom Veatch either aftermarket or store built yep, forgot about these things. Much like MJ Splitter from microjig: Can anyone name a saw that either doesn't come with a splitter or comes with an OEM splitter that doesn't tilt? 12-07-2007, 4:50 PM #10 Tim- A riveting knife travels up and down with the blade as
well - a shrapnel not. Also, some demolition knives can be lowered just below the blade for protection when making non-by-cuts. Tim - scratch that - sorry, not read at the end of your post ... Last edited by Matthew Voss; 12-07-2007 at 4:57. Matt 12-07-2007, 5:05 PM #11 A riveting knife is a more elegant design solution
to keep the workpiece from closing and binding on the blade, but a splitter is also effective when properly aligned and in place. It is difficult to measure how much more efficient RK is than a splitter in the most basic function of the use itself. All the theoretical benefits favor RK, but once they are properly installed, both
systems can prevent kerf from shutting down. RK tends to be in closer proximity to the blade, but most reactionary wood will the gap for several inches past the output side of the blade, and any shrapnel I've seen is within close enough proximity to do the job. The ability to raise and lower with the blade is a feature that
shrapnel can not do at all, and is a leading reason for leaving shrapnel removed for certain tasks, leading us to the primary usefulness of RK... you are more likely to have the place when needed. I have read a lot and thought about the differences between the two, but have not yet experienced any revelations or insights
that prompt me to show RK so much more than an improvement in shrapnel... it is not a technology breakthrough that significantly changes the safety of the process, but it reduces our tendency to ignore prevention. IMO, it's important to have one or the other in place and properly setup. I see a splitter or RK to be more
important than the blade guard, but that's just my opinion. I think I'd enjoy having a riving knife on my saw, but I don't look that important enough to justify paying a significant premium for it. Happiness is like wet your pants... everyone can see it, but only you can feel the heat .... 12-07-2007, 5:07 #12 Originally posted by



Tim Marks... Can anyone name a saw that either doesn't come with a splitter or comes with an OEM splitter that doesn't tilt? ... hole saw... . Happiness is like wet your pants... everyone can see it, but only you can feel the heat .... 12-07-2007, 17:58 #13 The rivet knife assembly is part of the saw's trunion assembly. So,
when you raise, lower, or tilt the saw blade the riveting knife follows the suite. Having the rivet knife fixed with the saw blade allows the rivet knife to be set just behind the blade (3mm) and follow the curve of the saw blade. So what? Having a curved riveting knife just behind the blade makes it very difficult for a piece of
wood to be picked up and thrown - it prevents kickback. This is in addition to its role in keeping kerf from closing up on the back of the blade. This is different from a splitter that is either mounted on a neck plate, part of the cabinet, or part of the top. A splitter can prevent the kerf from closing, but it is too far away from the
blade to prevent kickback. Get a tear knife. Tear knives are generally quite large and significant enough that they can be used for mounting an overblade guard and dust collection assembly. 12-07-2007, 6:16 PM #14 Webster Dictionary 2007 Splitter : A worthless attachment invented by Delta or any other American
company. If properly used and not removed or lost, it can help prevent kickback if the gap between the blade and the splitter is not too large. Riving Knife : A TS attachment that eliminates setbacks. You would be a fool to buy or use a TS without a Riving Knife. Dan 12-07-2007, 7:34 #15 Originally Posted by Dan Lautner
Webster Dictionary 2007 Splitter : A Useless invented by Delta or any other Us company. If properly used and not removed or lost, it can help prevent kickback if the gap between the blade and the splitter is not too large. Riving Knife : A TS attachment that eliminates setbacks. You would be a fool to buy or use a TS
without a Riving Knife. Dan I don't really think it serves any purpose to refer to thousands of woodworkers as fools. But on the other hand, I was probably a fool not to marry a rich woman. Gary Gary
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